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Once upon a time, there was a brave little Goop 
boy named Nevershair, who loved to dress up like
a pirate and wield a tiny sword. When he was 
dressed in his full pirate regalia of sword and hat, 
Nevershair felt like a true adventurer ready to
explore the universe and discover unknown lands. 

Most days, Nevershair’s adventures consisted of 
fighting growling dogs or stopping kitten fights, 
but he was always ready with his tiny sword and 
commanding presence.

TThe other Goops admired Nevershair and his brave 
sense of adventure, but sometimes they didn’t like 
playing with him because he would never share his 
toys.

CHAPTER 1
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One day, Nevershair asked Bawlfred to come over 
for a pirate adventure, but Bawlfred said, “No.” 
Bawlfred knew that Nevershair would hog all the 
gold, and there would be no chance for Bawlfred to 
get any.

NNevershair decided to play pirates by himself. He 
started rummaging through his toy chest to find his 
gold, but his heart skipped a beat as he heard some 
very dramatic and adventurous music coming from 
the next room.

Nevershair was mesmerized by the music, and he 
closed his eyes. He imagined himself leading a 
pirate adventure on the high seas. He felt like he 
was floating and spinning around and around. As 
the music began to slow down, Nevershair could 
feel himself come to a smooth landing. 
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Nevershair had spun all the way into outer space, 
and had landed on a strange planet, one full of tiny, 
friendly, animals. It was like an entire zoo, full of 
small creatures running around a giant meadow 
and playing merrily. Some of them approached 
Nevershair, offering him nuts and flowers. He was 
rather hungry.

He He was also surprised at how generous all of the 
animals were and how they shared their food with a 
complete stranger! Nevershair thought, “Maybe 
they think I am a scary pirate and they are afraid of 
me.” He soon banished that thought because a 
small, red squirrel with long ears jumped onto his 
shoulder and shoved a tiny nut into his mouth.

TThe nut was crunchy and tasty, and Nevershair 
wanted more. He asked for more, and he got more. 
“This is wonderful,” thought Nevershair.

CHAPTER 2
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“These animals will give me whatever I want. I can’t 
believe it! Aren’t they worried that they will run out 
of food on this planet? I wouldn’t share, if it was my 
food!”

FFeeling well-nourished after his snack, Nevershair 
decided to set off and explore the new planet. He 
came upon a whole field of nut trees that stretched 
as far as he could see. 

““Yum,” said Nevershair. He quickly started stuffing 
his face with nuts. All of the little animals were 
watching Nevershair and were laughing. They 
couldn’t understand why he was being so greedy. 
The animals knew that there were plenty of nuts for 
everyone to share, but Nevershair didn’t seem to 
know that.

NNevershair was thirsty after eating so many nuts. A 
friendly rabbit told Nevershair about a beautiful lake 
where he could drink all the water that he wanted. 
The rabbit even told him that Yak would take him 
there. “Who is Yak?” asked Nevershair. 
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A small squirrel spoke up and said, “He is the only 
yak on our planet, and he is also the largest animal 
on this planet. Yak is always happy to take us any-
where that we want to go.” 

Nevershair was ready for a drink so the animals 
called for Yak. Then they put a beautiful red cloth 
over Yak's back so that Nevershair could ride com-
fortably. Nevershair hopped onto Yak, and they 
started off towards the lake. “This is wonderful,” 
thought Nevershair. His belly was full, he was get-
ting a ride from a friendly yak, and soon he would 
be at a lake full of water. 
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As time passed, Nevershair became more and 
more thirsty. He felt as if he could drink an entire 
lake. They descended to a beautiful lake
surrounded by mountains. Nevershair could
practically taste the water in his dry, little throat. He 
couldn’t wait a moment longer, so he hopped off
of of Yak’s back, tied him up, and ran down to the lake. 
Nevershair yelled to Yak as he ran, "I tied you up so 
the other animals won't steal you." Yak laughed to 
himself because he knew those were silly words. 
Yak belonged to Yak, and he would always be there 
for anyone who needed him, not just Nevershair.

WWhen Nevershair got to the lake, he leaned over 
and started to quickly scoop up handfuls of water. 
When he finally stopped to look around, he 
became angry, because he saw a tiny squirrel
drinking from the lake. Nevershair wanted all of the 
lake water for himself.

CHAPTER 3
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Now in this world, the lake was actually a kind of 
creature, too. His name was simply, "Lake". It was 
important to know that Lake had seen everything, 
since it was all reflected back onto his surface.
LaLake wanted to show Nevershair that there was a 
never-ending supply of water that flowed to him 
through the mountains, so he rose up to surround 
Nevershair. In this way, Lake would reveal the
infinite source and the power of water.

As Lake started to engulf him, Nevershair became 
terrified because he couldn’t swim. It seemed that
NNevershair was about to be sucked into Lake’s 
body. 

Nevershair reached for his tiny sword and started
tto slice at the water to fend off Lake, but it had no 
effect. In a moment of horror, Nevershair realized 
what could happen if Lake sucked him in. He would 
never be able to get back out, and he would forever 
be stuck at the bottom of Lake, without ever being 
able to see his little Goop friends again.
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Someone had to help him, but who? He had scared 
all of the animals away by being so greedy.  The 
only animal still in sight was Yak. Yak was big and 
strong and fast, and maybe he could rescue
Nevershair,: but Yak was tied up.

WWhy had Nevershair been so greedy to tie up Yak? 
Now, Yak couldn’t help him. But wait, maybe he 
could!

NOW IT’S UP TO YOU!

Finish the story and tell us how Nevershair gets 
back to Goop World.

Make sure and submit your story ending to
GoopTales.com/Nevershair

so the rest of the world can read it.
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